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Analysis of Discourse Structure of Cases Verdict in the District
Court: A Study of Legal Language
Usman Pakaya1
ABSTRACT
The title of this article is the discourse structure of cases verdict in the district court (a study of legal
language). This article discusses several elements that compose verdict in a criminal case, such as
heading, the identity of the defendant, the attorney’s indictment, witnesses’ testimony, the
testimony of the accused, and the verdict statements. This study employed the qualitative method
to find out the scientific facts. This article is aimed at proving that discourse structure can be used as
a framework in unraveling a case verdict.
Keywords: Discourse, Language Usage, Sociolinguistic.
This is an open access article under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License.

1.

Introduction

The discussion on the structure of case verdict is due to the unique characteristics of legal
language. Legal language has distinctive characters that distinguish it from other types of language.
This distinction is not only because its regulating function forms the legal language as its main
characteristic, but also because the composition of legal language is built upon a systematic and
complete framework.
The systemic and completeness of this discourse are evident in the whole ideas described in the
text, which include the topic selection, introduction, content, to the conclusion, which wrapped up
systematically as a regulation. This is rarely found in another type of language that free of values. Other
types of language emphasize on the substance, hence, the participants and the utterance situation rely
on the context that will automatically shape this up.
In legal language, everything is described in detail and simultaneous; no skipping, no
modification, no partiality, and no simplification of concept. Everything is described, because this is due
to prevailing regulations and public interest. The regulation has to be well delivered to the society.
For this reason, Indonesian legal language is under the influence of Dutch and European
Continent legal language. In addition to Indonesian adoption of these countries legal systems, it is also
1
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due to the concern that the team who will formulate the legal system will not be able to an easy to
understand the legal product. Even though in reality, the current legal language is also not easy for
some people to understand it, at least the public is used to this legal language.
Further, the legal language used in Holland and continental Europe in their civil law that we
adopt are considered to have strong legal codification characters, either in its form, structure or its
content. This suits the Indonesian socio-cultural condition that often easily accepts a blue print of legal
conception.
It is harder for Indonesian to accept the common law legal system applied in Anglo Saxon
countries (Canada, USA, UK, and Australia) that adopt the unwritten legal system. The legal systems in
these countries refer only to the jurisprudence of law as the authority of the judges; thus, the legal
product is more technical. There is no need for a written law, which in turn the language structure is
also not systematically and hierarchically developed as of those of civil law.
On the other hand, in Indonesian reasoning tradition, the law is something binding which
cannot be spontaneously changed. Therefore, a law needs to be clearly formulated, and the
formulation is in the form of codification for it to be well-documented.
The legal documentation consists of legal norms as guidance in regulating the values and
acceptable behaviors within a society. The complete language structure shapes the norms that this
structure is systematically and neatly arranged to complement each other; even the boundaries are
well-described for people to fully understand that legal entity.
Further, related to the analysis of a language used in a text, such as verdict of a criminal case,
Brown and Yule (1996) state that discourse analysis is an analysis of a language being used, and
language is studied based on the objective or the needs of that language usage. In contrast, Charty
(1997) notes that discourse analysis is related to a study on the correlation between language and
context where a language is used. It refers to the concept that discourse analysis is a study of text and
context, where text and context are a set of tools used in studying the text. This is in line with Fasold
(1993) who states that there are several things that can be done in discourse analysis, such as analysis
of text and the situation that accompanies the text. In this sense, text and context are both necessary
in analyzing the discourse.
Halliday (1994) also claim that text is a functioned language, which is a language can be
recognized when it is doing certain tasks in certain contexts. This means that the presence of text is
due to the context or that context can be identified based on the existence of text.
Meanwhile, the main purpose of analyzing a text is to consult and not to find norms. This is
insisted by Rani, Arifin and Martutik (2006) who state that discourse or text analysis is often not
properly formulating the norms such as in grammar. Therefore, the objective of discourse analysis is to
find the objective of language usage. Due to this reason as well, various methods can be occupied in
discourse analysis, as Jorgensen (2007) explains that a discourse analysis is not a single approach;
rather it is a multidisciplinary approach that can be used to explore various social domains in different
types of study. In this sense, it is highly possible if the discourse analysis engages another branch of
science based on each of their perspectives.
Next, in analyzing a text, the text structure should have an integrity that is built upon
components of a text organization; this organization is called as text structure (Rani, et al., 2006).
Therefore, a text structure should have a complete structure; each of them should have strengthened
one another. Halliday (1994) also add a concept by stating that a series of sentences can be considered
a text structure when it contains emotional relations or meaning between one part to another part.
This means that the elements within a text have to be synchronized in its shape and meanings. Halliday
(1994) insist that a text structure is units of language that have a unity of meaning and is practical and
situational. It implies that in addition to having unity in meaning, it has to be functional and contextual.
On the other hand, the text structure in criminal case verdict functions as a framework in solidly
describing the verdict’s concept. Group of variables within a verdict is considered an integrated unit
rather than separated entities. Hence, the final result of a verdict can be viewed as a one-piece unit
text.

2.

Research method
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This study used the qualitative method to find the in-depth scientific truth of a studied object
with the accurate result (Muhadjir, 1990).

3.

Findings and discussion

The verdict texts in this article are taken from the samples of a criminal case in Gorontalo
district court. The structure of the text comprises of heading, the identity of the accused, prosecutor’s
indictment, witnesses’ testimony, the testimony of the defendant, and verdict statements by the
judges.

3.1

Heading

The heading is the foremost part of a verdict letter in a criminal case, which consisted of the
following statement:
“FOR JUSTICE BASED ON THE BELIEF IN THE ONE AND ONLY GOD”
“The District Court of Gorontalo who administers justice to criminal cases in the first level by
investigating the cases and has passed the following verdict, in the case of the Accused.”
The formulation “FOR JUSTICE BASED ON THE BELIEF IN THE ONE AND ONLY GOD” is written
in capital letters. This statement is applied to all cases in the justice courts. This statement meant that
the entire verdict made by the judges should be able to provide fairness based on the belief in the one
and only God for the society. This is as form of spiritual responsibility of the judges to the One and Only
God in addition to them being morally responsible for those who seek justice and the society.
Moreover, this opening statement also gave the executorial power for the injunction, without this
declaration, the judges would not be able to implement the injunction.
This heading was then followed by the statement,
“The District Court of Gorontalo who administers justice to criminal cases in the first level by
investigating the cases and has passed the following verdict, in the case of the Accused.”
The usage of wording in the sentence above was straightforward. This was evident in how the
sentence described the substance of the verdict directly in which the court institution introduced the
Gorontalo district court as an institution that issued the verdict was the court that implements the
hearing of the criminal case of the accused.
In this sentence, it was not mentioned in detail what was meant by the statement ‘criminal
cases at the first level by common investigation’, which means that the criminal cases that can be heard
at the first level court were within the category of criminal cases whose verification could be easily
done. This was due to the court institution that considered the attorney, the lawyer or legal counsel, or
the subject of the law being heard have understood the meaning of that statement. This is related to
the esotericism of the legal language.

3.2

Identity of the accused

The identity of the accused consisted of personal data of the accused as the subject of the law
in the criminal case.
Full Name
: ROY DJAFAR alias Roy
Place of Birth
: Parungi, District of Gorontalo
Age/Date of Birth
: 17 YO/05 September 1989
Sex
: Male
Nationality
: Indonesia
Address
: Labanu village of Tibawa sub-district
Religion
: Islam
Occupation
: Ojek Driver
The example above can be described as follow, the name of the accused was written in capital.
The writing included the full name and alias, for instance, ROY DJAFAR alias Roy. The place of birth
mentioned was the sub-district or the city or district where the accused was born, for example Parungi.
The age and date of birth referred to the age of the accused along with the date, month and year when
the accused was born, e.g., 17 YO/ 5 September 1989. The sex mentioned the sex of the accused, e.g.,
male. The nationality of the accused was also mentioned, e.g., Indonesia. The address mentioned was
the detail address of the accused, e.g., Labanu village, Tibawa sub-district. The religion that was
Journal of Arts and Humanities (JAH)
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followed by the accused was mentioned next, e.g. Islam. The occupation of the accused was mentioned
last, e.g., ojek driver.
The description of the accused identity as in this example shows that every structure of the text
was part of the text itself (Halliday, 1994). The points after the beginning of the text and the previous
parts were preconditioned for the next part as an integrated part, or it could be said that text was a
unity of an idea. Each concept would give the overall meaning that would like to be developed,
including the considered context where the text was made.
In this sense, the accused identity became an inseparable part of the case verdict. Furthermore,
it became the main component of the verdict’s description. This was evident in the placement of the
accused identity in the first part of the case verdict.
By placing the identity of the accused in the beginning of the criminal case’s verdict, it also
showed that the verdict belonged to the legal subject whose personal identity was mentioned in the
beginning of the verdict. Consequently, the whole discussion was on the criminal acts committed by the
person whose identity was mentioned.
Further, within the case verdict, the identity of the accused was mentioned in detail, even the
name of the accused was mentioned with its alias; this means that the intended legal subject is the
same person whose name was mentioned or with another name.
The needs to describe the complete identity were to give complete information on the identity
of the accused. Personal identity of the accused could be used as a guideline in comprehensively
studying the formal requirements of the case.
Fulfillment of the official requirements and material requirements are a basis to prove the
implementation of the criminal elements. It can also be a basis for investigation of the criminal case
before the judges pass their injunction.
The law has also insisted this. The law stipulates that if one of the requirements, for instance,
formal requirement were not observed, such as the identity of the accused in the indictment, as part of
the injunction in a criminal case would cause the judge to drop the indictment automatically.

3.3

Prosecutor’s indictment

The attorney’s indictment is a statement of the attorney’s indictment in a verdict letter of a
criminal case.
The judges have heard the prosecutor’s indictment whose essence is as follow:
a. Stated that the Accused, AGUS DJAMA alias AGUS has been legally and convincingly guilty
in committing the criminal act of “committing vandalism” as stipulated in Article 406 Clause
(1) of Criminal Code.
b. Passed the injunction toward the Accused AGUS DJAMA alias AGUS with 6 (six) months
imprisonment sentence, including the imprisonment time that the Accused had served in his
temporary imprisonment, and decreed the Accused to stay in the prison.
c. Decreed for the evidences that consisted of:
- 12 (twelve) pieces of the porcelain jar made from yellow-colored clay.
- 3 (three) pieces of the shattered clear glass, to be returned to the victim witness.
d. Decreed for the Accused AGUS DJAMA alias AGUS to pay for the case fee of Rp. 1.000 (one
thousand rupiah).
The sample above can be described as follow. Based on some consideration, the attorney asked
the judges to decree that the Accused Agus Djama to be Guilty of vandalism crime and sentenced the
Accused to six-month imprisonment. Further, the prosecutor asked for the evidence to be returned to
the victim and that the accused to pay for the case fee.
Additionally, in analyzing the text as of the sample above, it can be described into several parts,
including describing the structure of the text, describing the text structure as consequence of the
objective and intention of the speaker, and showing the structure as development of communication
that was socially and cooperatively formed (Hatch, 1992).
Describing the structure of the text is by understanding the structure as characteristic of a text.
Meanwhile, in describing the structure, the emphasis lay on how the utterances of the speaker’s idea
during the production of a text for an objective to be achieved. Further, the text is viewed as an entity
developed among participants engaged in communication.
Journal of Arts and Humanities (JAH)
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The structure of a text within the prosecutor’s indictment consisted of two parts, consideration
and indictment. In consideration part, it includes the prosecutor’s statement, such as ”following the
hearing of the prosecutor’s indictment whose essence is as follow”, then followed by the indictment
statements, such as Stated that the Accused, AGUS DJAMA alias AGUS has been legally and convincingly
guilty in committing the criminal act of “committing vandalism” as stipulated in Article 406 Clause (1) of
Criminal Code. Passed the injunction toward the Accused AGUS DJAMA alias AGUS with 6 (six) months
imprisonment sentence, including the imprisonment time that the Accused had served in his temporary
imprisonment, and decreed the Accused to stay in prison. Decreed for the evidence that consisted of 12
(twelve) pieces of the porcelain jar made from yellow-colored clay, 3 (three) pieces of the shattered clear
glass, to be returned to the victim witness. Decreed for the Accused Agus Djama alias Agus to pay for the
case fee of Rp. 1,000 (One Thousand Rupiah).
These consideration part and indictment part were complementing each other; the
consideration would be meaningless without the accusation, and vice versa. This means that the unity
of the text depends on the context that accompanies it.
Further, the prosecutor’s indictment is statement delivered by the prosecutor in an open
hearing. The prosecutor is a state officer authorized by the Constitution to conduct prosecution and
carry out the judge’s verdict.
Before passing the indictment, the prosecutor has to consider several things, such as: studying
the case from the police investigator, listen to the accused’s testimony, listen to the witnesses’
testimony, and study the evidence. In addition, the prosecutor also can consider the accused plea for a
lighter sentence.
Prosecutor indictment could be identified as a binding statement and action statement. The
binding statement meant that the accused had to respect, obey and abide the prevailing laws and
regulation, as mentioned in the indictment statements.
Whereas the action statement was solving a problem and determining the rights or the
sentence. In this sense, the attorney determines the legal consequences that have to be paid by the
accused to the consequences of his actions.

3.4

Witness testimony

A witness is a person who gives evidence for the purpose of the investigation, prosecution, and
litigation of a criminal case. A witness is also an individual who saw, directly heard a case. Considering
that, in litigation the Prosecutor has presented three witnesses, each of which has given sworn
testimony, which summarized as follow:
a. WITNESS ERNA NAUE:
- That on Sunday, 08th of June 2008 at 3.30 pm in the witness’ house in Heledulaa Utara
village of Kota Timur Sub-district, City of Gorontalo, the defendant broke the witness
porcelain vase, and the splinter had hit the witness eyebrow causing a wound as proven by
the Visum Et Repertum.
- That the witness has no objection anymore toward the defendant action.
- That the witness did not know what has caused defendant’s action.
b. WITNESS HASNA LATALA
- That the witness is the daughter of the victim, however, she did not see the defendant
broke the porcelain vase and wound the victim’s brow.
- That the event happened on Sunday, 08th of June 2008 at 3.30 pm in the witness’ house in
Heledulaa Utara village of Kota Timur Sub-district, City of Gorontalo.
- That the witness did not know what has caused defendant action.
- That the witness has no objection anymore toward the defendant’s action as mentioned in
the letter to revoke this case.
c. WITNESS AHMAN POLAPA
- That on Sunday, 08th of June 2008 at 03.30 pm in the victim’s house in Heledulaa Utara
village of Kota Timur Sub-district, City of Gorontalo, the witness saw the defendant and his
friends drank an alcoholic beverage.
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That after drinking the alcoholic beverage the defendant got angry and broke the porcelain
vase that belongs to the victim and the splinter hit the victim’s brow and wounded the
victim.
- That the porcelain vase had broken and can no longer be used or repaired.
The example above can be described as follow: three witnesses, namely, Erna Naue, Hasna
Latala had understood and no longer objected the defendant’s action, whereas, Ahman Polapa did not
give any statement other than his testimony.
In discourse context, the sample above on the witness’ testimony can be viewed from the script
concept; discourse understanding is based on the context of the language used, whereas the script
emphasizes in the context of knowledge co-owned by the speakers (Schiffrin, 1994).
In other words, in certain circumstances, the content of the text only aimed at the utterers who
have knowledge in the context of the utterances. As in the witnesses’ testimony above, where the
witnesses’ opinion can be understood as a normative explanation of a legal event which involves the
witnesses as the legal subject of a case.
The witnesses’ testimony written in the case verdict is evidence within a criminal case, in forms
of information provided by the witnesses on an event witnessed, heard, or experienced by the
witnesses. That information has also mentioned and explained the whys and wherefores of the case
being known to them. This is as seen in the sample of Hasna Latala’s testimony below:
- That the witness is the daughter of the victim, however, she did not see the defendant broke
the porcelain vase and wound the victim’s brow.
- That the event happened on Sunday, 08th of June 2008 at 3.30 pm in the witness’ house in
Heledulaa Utara village of Kota Timur Sub-district, City of Gorontalo.
- That the witness did not know what has caused defendant action.
- That the witness has no objection anymore toward the defendant’s action as mentioned in
the letter to revoke this case.
Further, in positive law, this witness testimony is a requirement to prove a case, in addition to
the defendant’s testimony. Witness’ testimony is also considered to have significant role in verification
and to obtain the real truth.
The witness’s testimony is presented in sentences. The ideas between one sentence to the
other is correlated in which each sentence is preceded with the conjunction that. The usage of
conjunction that at each beginning of a sentence serves to describe the context of the legal event
known to the witness, that has the same function as to provide emphasis to a thing.
In a criminal case investigation, the presence of several witnesses is possible. In such condition,
witnesses that are not known to each other can still be used as valid evidence, as long as the witnesses’
testimony is coherent to one another, hence can be used to determine an event as true or false.
The need to use several witnesses in a court hearing, as seen in the example above, is due to
the information provided by a witness is considered insufficient in proofing a case committed by the
defendant. Therefore, other witnesses’ testimony is needed for the panel of judges to make a correct
decision. In this case as stipulated in Criminal Code Article 185 (2) which stated that the testimony of a
witness is insufficient to prove that the defendant is guilty of the accused.
There are two types of testimony provided by witnesses, mitigating witnesses put forward by
the defendant to defend the defendant, and aggravating witness, the witness whose testimony
aggravated the accusation toward the defendant, usually put forward by the attorney.
Based on this example, in general, the witness testimony presented in front of the court
consists of several elements related to the substance of criminal offense committed by the defendant.
Those elements are the criminal offense action, the offense, the situation accompanying the offense,
the object of the criminal offense, and the quality of the legal subject of the criminal offense.
-

3.5

Defendant’s statement

Defendant’s statement is the statement taken from the question and answer session between
judge and defendant, attorney and the defendant, and also between the lawyer and the defendant. The
formulation of the defendant’s responds is then used as consideration in the hearing.
Considering that, during the trial, the court has heard the defendant’s testimony, which
described as follow:
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- That on Monday the 31st of march 2008 about 08.00 pm in Lahumbo village of Tilamuta subdistrict, Boalemo regency. The defendant has uttered insulting words toward the victim
witness Husin Bin Dai;
- That the defendant uttered the insults in Gorontalo language “ “Bintangmu Rama, Wuti
Liyombumu Rama, tele Liyombumu Rama” which equated the victim witness to animal, and
insult the victim’s grandparents, as well as accusing the victim as a person who practices
black magic”;
- That the defendant has uttered the insults in front of many people, in the main street of
Lahumbo village of Tilamuta sub-district, hence, heard by many people;
- That the defendant has said the insults because the victim witness has planted a white fabric
behind the defendant’s house and the defendant considered it as sorcery;
- That due to the defendant’s action, the victim witness has felt embarrassed and his good
name and his family name has been tainted;
The example above can be described as follow. The defendant has given a testimony which in
principle he admitted the offense that he committed on the 31st of March 2008, where he has insulted
Husin Bin Dai in public. The insult, according to the defendant, was uttered because the victim has
practiced black magic on him.
This example on the defendant’s note can be related to discourse definition according to the
functionalist as an aspect of language usage that description of linguistic forms has to include the
objective or functions of those that are designed to exist in human lives. This indicates a correlation
between social life, where the analysis will correlate meaning, activity, and system within it (Schiffrin,
1994). In other words, the discourse emphasizes on the correlation between language and context.
Correlation between language and context lays on the substance of the defendant’s response
to the questions asked of him in front of the court, which refers to the situation that involves the
defendant in a criminal accused to him. In this case, the defendant understood the case being accused
to him. This was evident in the following sentences:
- That the defendant uttered the insults in Gorontalo language “ “Bintangmu Rama, Wuti
Liyombumu Rama, tele Liyombumu Rama” which equated the victim witness to animal, and
insult the victim’s grandparents, as well as accusing the victim as a person who practices
black magic”;
- That the defendant has uttered the insults in front of many people, in the main street of
Lahumbo village of Tilamuta sub-district, hence, heard by many people;
Further, the defendant’s testimony is one of the valid evidence. Within the KUHAP (Civil Code,
henceforth called as KUHAP) Article 189 (1) it is regulated that the defendant’s testimony is what has
been stated by the defendants in front of the court on the action that he or she had committed or
things that she or he knew or experienced. Defendant’s testimony can be one of the judges’
considerations in finding the material truth of the case.
The description of the defendant’s testimony in a criminal case verdict is the summary of the
defendant’s response toward the questions asked by judges, attorney, and lawyer. The format of the
question and answer session is a dialogic conversation, where communication among defendant,
judges, attorney, and lawyer is held in a usual conversation manner.
Each description of the defendant’s testimony is preceded by the word that, and information
sentence form, where the defendant provides his explanation to the legal enforcer related to the case
where he was involved.
Based on this example, it is clear that there are three substances of the defendant’s
information, the offense committed, the offense known, and the offense experienced by the
defendant.
The criminal offense committed by the defendant is a pure criminal case committed by himself.
Whereas, the criminal offense known by the defendant is that the defendant himself knows that event,
how he committed the offense, or how that offense accused to him is committed. Next, the criminal
action experienced by the defendant himself that is the experience in relation to the criminal offense
accused to him.

3.6

Verdict statement by judges
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Verdict statement by judges is the verdict given to the defendant.
VERDICT
- Pronouncing the defendant, RISI Bin AJIBA whose identity has been mentioned above has
been convincingly proven as guilty of the “insult” crime.
- Sentenced the defendant due to its crime with five months prisoning.
- Ruled that the sentence does not have to be served unless in the next ten months the
Defendant is also sentenced by the Judge with legally binding power after the defendant
committed another crime.
- Ordered the defendant to pay the hearing cost of IDR 1.000,- (one thousand rupiah).
This verdict is reached in the deliberation of the Judges Panel in District Court of Tilamuta on
Wednesday, the 17th of September 2008, by us: SUGIH HARTONO, S, H,MH, as judge chairman, ARIYAS
DEDY, S.H. and CHAIRIL MAHYUDI.SH, each as member of the judge panel, and this verdict is read in
front of public on the same day by the chairman of the judge accompanied by the member of the judge
panel and assisted by : SARTONO NOHO, S.H, replacing court administrator and is also attended by:
NELDY DENNY, S.H. as prosecutor at Tilamuta District Attorney and the Defendant himself.
The sample above is described as follow. The panel of judges that consists of a chairman and
two members of the judging panel have given their verdict that the defendant, Risi Bin Ajiba, has been
convincingly proven to commit the insult crime. As its legal consequence, the defendant is sentenced to
a five-month prisoning, with its sets of requirements. The judges also ordered the defendant to pay for
the hearing cost. The sample in the verdict part by the judges can be described as a complete part,
either in its form and meaning, as well as having a clear beginning and ending (Tarigan, 1987). In other
words, the sentences in this text are coherent and cohesive, which make the plot of the text complete.
The formulation of sentences, described by the word verdict, as the main issue in judges’ order
shows a cohesive reasoning and meaning. This is also the distinctive signature of legal language; where
ideas between parts of sentences are combined with regulating functions entrench within the culture
of legal languages, such as maintaining orders, norms, and justice within the society. This is clear in the
following sentences:
- Pronouncing the defendant, RISI Bin AJIBA whose identity has been mentioned above has
been convincingly proven as guilty of the “insult” crime.
- Sentenced the defendant due to its crime with five months prisoning.
- Ruled that the sentence does not have to be served unless in the next ten months the
Defendant is also sentenced by the Judge with legally binding power after the defendant
committed another crime.
- Ordered the defendant to pay the hearing cost of IDR 1.000, (one thousand rupiah).
Further, the word, verdict which used by the judge in the verdict of a criminal case in general
means to give legal sentencing toward the defendant for the crime committed. This is due to the
authority given by the state to the judge through its jurisdiction to interrogate, tried, and decide cases.
Within a criminal case, verdict statement is the final part of the whole verdict. So, in general, the
main idea of a verdict issued by the court can be understood as trying the defendant on the crime
committed. Other utterances within the verdict used to fulfill the legal norms prescribed by the
Constitution.
The verdict statement can also understand as ‘providing justice’ in a legal case. Because the
judge is the embodiment of abstract law and justice. In this case, the judge is part of or continuation of
norms and values applied within the society.
The legal formulation of the verdict is preceded by the judge's statement on the offense
committed by the defendant, for instance, the defendant is guilty of murder crime. Then it is followed
by the legal consequence that has to be served, for instance, one year and eleven months prisoning
sentence, and then determining the evidence, such as one motor cycle. Moreover, ended with the
hearing cost that has to be paid by the defendant, for example, the defendant is ordered to pay the
hearing cost of one thousand rupiah. This formulation is in accordance with the KUHAP in maintaining
peace and security within the community.
The case verdict is ended with the name and position of the judge and the court administrator.
This part consists of the statement that the verdict is a result of a deliberation of judge panel on the
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case being tried. Followed by the name and position of each the judging panel, and the court
administrator involved in the court.

4.

Conclusion

Criminal case verdict uses formal language in its description. The formal language is used to
provide exoteric distinction on legal language as the main content in a criminal case. It also used to
show that the verdict is a formal document issued by the state institution.
As a formal language, legal language in text and verdict of a criminal case has a united standard
of language. This is needed because of the grammar of a language usage in the legal text cannot be
changed anytime. This unity is not only in the descriptive sentence within the verdict but also formal in
text form.
This formal format is in observance of the civil law. Some of them are a systematic form of text,
and lengthy sentence composition, with ideas overlapping to one another.
Lengthy sentencing in a criminal case verdict is due to the sentence structure which has
regulating function. The intended regulating function is sentence description in a criminal case verdict
which regulates the orders, norms, and values within the society.
In addition to its embedding regulating function, the lengthy verdict of a criminal case is due to
the influence of the Dutch law in Indonesian legal system. Therefore, the positioning of the subject,
predicate, object, and adverbs in each sentence often does not follow the Indonesian Language
grammar.
As a legal document, the criminal case verdict has a lingual element in its form and substance.
The form is a whole discourse, whereas the substance can be identified from several things, such as its
structure. These are the main elements for the development of a criminal case verdict.
Discourse in a criminal case verdict can be understood as a correlation among language text
and context. This means that discourse analysis is a study of the text and everything that accompanied
that text. In this part, the text is present due to the context, or it can also be said that context can be
identified based on the presence of text.
Context identification can be made by understanding text comprehensively, such as the
content, the form, the objective, and the participant. In addition, it can also consider the place where
the text is created, such as a criminal case verdict made by a legal institution.
The content of the criminal case verdict is developed from coherently organized thinking
framework, which amply described. In this case, the discussed issue is not only about the substance of
the text in general, but also the composition of well-structured sentences, hence, in general, the
criminal case verdict text is systematically and coherently arranged.
The coherence of the sentences in the text is shown through the formal relation between ideas,
hence, the final product is a codification of the sentencing points. This also becomes the distinctive
feature of legal document in a state that has civil-law, where the form of sentencing points has to be
able to describe the legal event in a structured and coherent reasoning framework.
Complete and well-structured reasoning framework is meant to describe the concept of a
verdict completely. It also makes a group of variables within the verdict treated as one complete unit,
rather as separate entities. In this case, the criminal case verdict cannot be separately described,
because the material of the verdict is the combination of description on stages of hearing, the process
of investigation, and interrogation of the case. Therefore, describing the verdict material partially is
considered to cut off the flow of the reasoning that would like to be built by the legal institution as the
institution that issued the verdict.
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